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HARVESTING
has not yet begun fully in West Bengal, but the police
have been let loose on the countryside on the pretext of preventing
tagrarian trouble and maintaining law and order. Hundreds of police
camps have mushroomed in the past few-weeks· in different parts of the
State, especially in the districts where the Congress lost the last general
election, and II1any mOre are in the offing. The police have set about
their allotted task in right earnest;
in league with the jotedars and
suborned officials, they have launched a massive programme of dispossessing the peasants of their land and depriving them of their share of the
crop'they have produced. Those who are daring to stand by their right
are being summarily arrested and treated to other familiar forms of police
harassment. Appropriate noises are being made by the authorities about
the danger of a State-wide agrarian unrest, mainly at the instigation of
that convenient scapegoat of all occasions, the Naxalites, to prepare the
ground for more ruthless action. Orders under the Criminal Procedure
Code have been enforced in many areas of the State restraining the
peasants, and the Preventive Detention Act is being invoked liberally
against their leaders. Mr Chavan has given the green signal with his
talk of a threat to eastern India posed by the Naxalites, and within two
days of his statement blood was spilt at Kalyanpur in Burdwan district.
where a farmer was killed when the police fired in "self-defence".
The onslaught on the peasants forms part of a composite picture.
Its urban counterpart is the large-scale retrenchment and lay-off of workers,
indiscriminate closure of industrial units, and repressive action against
5tudents on fantastic charges. Mr Dharma Vira and his masters in New
Delhi are determined to make full use of the three-month extension
President's rule has been given by the calamity in North Bengal. They have
adopted a policy of decimation of sorts to terrorise the people into
conformity so that they may meekly vote the Congress to power. At the
same time, the policy is designed as an insurance against a future upsurge
should the Congress, in spite of Mr Dharma Vira's endeavours, fail at
the polls again. The present Congress Government by proxy is not going
to commit the mistake of the over-confident Mr p, C. Sen and postpone
retrenchment and eviction till the election is over. The capitalists and
the landlords have the freedom to do what they will as long as Mr
, Dharma

end of November, efforts were initiatVira shines, and the government
Protest In Pakistan
ed for. the formation of some kind of
machinery has been placed at their
alliance for a united movement.
disposal to enable them to exercise
Open protest against Pakistan's dic- Moulana Bhasani had talks .with the
that freedom. The process set in
tatorial regime has now spread to the leader of the so-called pro-Six-Points
motion by last year's general election
country's eastern wing. People have Awami League, and observers believe
is being reversed and the few rights
not feared the consequences. Blood that, if an understanding was reached
that the people had wrested from
has been shed; many have been seri- between the two, perhaps even the
vested interests are being taken away.
ously injured. But this may only give pro-Moscow faction of the National
The offensive on the industrial front
the nationwide agitation more cohe-' Awami Party would not stand aside.
is not recent but the left parties have
sion and a clearer purpose than it has Whether an alliance has been formally
been unable to counter it. In spite'
had so far. For quite some time there created is npt quite clear, but it must
of some brave talk occasionally, they
has been a distinct trend towards be noted that last Saturday's demonshave resigned themselves to the situapress such demands as
polarization. Even in West Pakistan, trations-to
tion. Some processions around Dalorganized
the left-wing forces, particularly among Mr Bhutto's release-were
housie Square when no ban under Secby
Moulana
Bhasani's
party,
in spite
the young, rallied round Mr Bhutto.
tion 144 Cr.P.C. is in force in the area
of
the
Moulana's
earlier
reservations
The National Awami Party and the
and some meetings near the monument
•
Awami League may not have directly about the former Foreign Ministerare all that they have been able to
joined hands with Mr Bhutto or his the Moulana himself led Sunday's deproduce in support of the victims.
supporters, but as the agitation deve- monstration. It is also reasonable to
Their record will not encourage the
loped, separate identities became in- presume that the other leftist groups
peasants, despite the recent convencreasingly blurred. Even the avowedly did not stand apart. There is need
tion in support of their struggle
non-party protests of such men as Air for much greater leftist solidarity, and
to protect their rights to land and
Marshal Asghar Khan and Mr S. M. men like Asghar Khan, S. M. Murshed
crop. There is a strain of electioneerand Azam Khan have to clarify their
Murshed, the former Chief Justice,ing in the claim that these rights decommitments
if they want to come
and now also of Lieut-Gen. Azam
volved on the peasants during the UF
closer
to
the
popular
movement. WhatKhan-can be seen as part of the
regime; clearly, the implication is that
popular movement. Admittedly, this is ever happens, far too much has already
the peasants will be assured of these
no more than a national democratic been shaken in Pakistan to allow a disrights and perhaps some more if the
movement, but its social and political mal continuation of the status quo.
UF is returned to power. Even if the
content can be enriched only as it
cue is taken, lakhs of peasants will
gains momentum. That the various
have been evicted by then from vestprotests and demonstrations were findMerry-Co-Round
ed, "ben ami" and "barga" lands. The
ing more and mOre common ground
left parties do not seem to have any
was also clear from preparations for
programme of action for their protecOnce more, the Congress Party in
greater consolidation in the opposing
tion during the
interregnum, apart
Haryana
has come apart; Shri Bhagwat
camp. The Pakistan Times editor,
from pleading with a government under
presumably reflecting the views of the Dayal .Sharma has done unto Shri
whose protection the operation has
Ayub regime, hinted at the possibility Banshilal what Rao Birendra Singh
been launched. They have drafted a
of a "national Government"
which did, hardly twenty months ago, unto
list of demands but are vague about
in effect would accommodate' more of him. One group of disgruntled Congwhat will follow if the demands are
the rightist elements and thus forge a ressmen have already set up shop as
turned down, as they are going to be.
the "Socialist Congress" in Uttar Praunited front of reactionary forces.
A major reason for this evasion is that
Until last weekend, however, pro- desh, to protest against the party
the left parties are all town-oriented
gressive leaders in East Pakistan took nominations for the mid-term poll.
and have little organisation in the rural
no decisive action to further a nation- One should not mind the nomenareas. This has been admitted by the
wide polarization. Mr Bhutto, after clature; no offence is intended, it
biggest of them all, the West Bengal
all, does not inspire them as much as is just a touch of the silly season:
unit of the CPI (M), when it gave a
he does West Pakistani youth. At one Some more resignations from the
call for expanding its rural base. On
stage, in fact, Moulana Bhasani ques- Congress are likely to follow, in
top of it is the lack of will to underMeerut and elsetioned Mr Bhutto's status as a leader Banaras, Kanpur,
take any programme which may clash
where,
as
the
day
for
the submission
of the people. Besides, the Moulana
with preparations for February 9,
of the nomination Ipapers,comes close.
had
his
differences
not
only
with
the
Acutely conscious of Mr Chavan's
Awami League but also with the pro- In Bihar, the situation is, to use an
sword hanging over them, they are
Moscow faction of his own party. The under-statement, fluid: Congressmen
out to prove their bona fides as believupsurge in West Pakistan, however, are bound to 'fight other Congressmen
ers in the rule of law even when laws
did not go unnoticed, nor its potential in the February election, but at this
arc being perverted to deprive the
implications unassessed. Towards the stage it is difficult to predict who
pe~sants of what is legally their due.
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would constitute, in the final count,
the in-group and who would be the
outsiders.
Maybe this is a fact of the unchanging Congress, if not of the unchanging country. Ideology and principles have gone with the wind, individuals change colours in chameleonesque rhapsody.
Sardar Pratap
Singh Kairon's wife ano---sons desert
the Congress to join the Akalis in
Punjab ; as a counter-coUlp, the Congress signs up Kairon's brother, allegedly a former communist. It is as if
it is all a hilarious big game. After
the votes are in, some party or parties
in combination will form the ministry;
within a fortnight-or
a month, or
two months-some
members will defect, there will be a fresh ministry,
followed by fresh defections, re-defections, re-re-defections, until it is the
night of the Dharma Viras. To those
who indulge in the game, there is no
question of penitence however. The
game-even if it be for a few brief
weeks-is indeed worth the candle for
them ; the pockets which cry out for
being lined do get lined even if the
pace is brisk ; some of the operators
may even be honest believers of the
precept that the quicker the turnover,
the richer the takings.
Where does all this end up in? The
most frightening thing is the utter
shamelessness which public men have
now started to flaunt as a virtue. You
can taunt and needle Shri Morarji
Desai about the exploits' of his son
and his secretary. But he sticks it
out, for the material loss involved in
case he quits in a moral huff is too
great; like Eliza Doolittle's father,
Mr Desai cannot simply afford it.
Concealing income-tax is a criminal
offence ; but the very same film stars
who are being prosecuted for such
concealment will be found breaking
bread with the dignitaries of the State.
Twenty years of Congress ethics have
converted us into a nation of thieves:
so there can be no picking and choosing ; if you' do not sit down to dinner
with blaclCmarketeer A, you will have to
do so with smuggler B, or bootlegger
C, or brothelkeeper D, so why leave
out A in the 'first place?
Newspapers write angry editorials
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ings, insisting that a political settlement must be reached in the Middle
East. That is understandable. Another
war in the Middle
East would
cause another postponement of the
.possible summit between Mr Kosygin
and Mr Johnson. After the invasion
of Czechoslovakia, they had to
postpone the summit, if only to keep
up their world image; the Americans
too played their part nicely, going
through all the motions to show
that they were very much concerned
at the suppression of liberalism in
Czechoslovakia. It could be plainly
seen however that world peace, the
peace of the Russians vis-a-vis the
Americans that is, was never jeopardised because of Czechoslovakia. Neither it is now, because of the Middle
East.
While this merry game of politics is
going on, the Palestinians are paying
the price. It is being said that the
Palestinian commandos are now becoming efficient, being armed with
What the Russians intend to do by Russian weapons. The weapons may
increasing their naval strength in the be Russian, but the people dying in
Mediterranean is not clear. But the hordes continue to be Arabs.
Middle East tension has become useful
President Nasser told the Arab
to them; they are sending more and Socialist Union that he would accord
more ships through the Dardanelles. To Israel de facto recognition if Israel
meet a hypothetical NATO threat or withdraws from the territories occuto scare the East European countries? pied in the June war, abandons the
The original idea however was stated demands for direct negotiations with
to be a plan to boost the Arabs against individual Arab States and solves the
imperialist Israel. General Dayan does Palestinian refugee problem. The emnot yet seem much impressed by the phasis is, however, on the withdrawal
show of strength. His commandos of the Israeli troops to pre-June fronand bombers have recently laid tiers. Will Israel after all come to
waste a Jordan Valley village in terms? There is an impression that
retaliation for a bomb explosion in the Israeli leaders are not unwilling to
East Jerusalem. This was not an ex- give up the densely populated parts of
ceptional case. His reprisals have the West Bank which are becoming
been always more severe than the pro- increasingly unmanageable because of
vocations. Probably he wants to de- the suicidal fights carried out by Jordamonstrate-he
has done it with great nians. Keeping portions of the occuaplomb-that
he can crush the Arabs pied territories, necessary for military
whenever and wherever he chooses to, reasons, they may give back to the
without much caring for the Rus- Arabs the usurped land and pose to be
sian navy in the Mediterranean. or charitable. With the Russian insistRussian arms with the Arabs. He ence on a political settlement, Presidoes not spare the Russians either; dent Nasser will no doubt call the
quite a few Russian engineers working compromise if it comes off an honourin a plant in Egypt were killed during able, peaceful solution.
the reprisals.
To the Palestinians, however, much
/ In response, the Russians have mOre is at stake. They are not fighting
invariably COmeout with strong wam- for a throne or leadership of the Arab

over outrages committed by terrorists
in the forests of Wynad, but they
would not write about the vicious
Slpiralof corruption, which will be permitted to spin itself in, spin itself out.
You are welcome to be corrupt, to
be without principles, to be a hypocrite ; you will be received with a hug
and kiss; chances are you will end
up with a Congress nomination either
in this round or the next. All you
have to do is to sign the Congress
pledge-to
wearing khadi, not to
touch alcohol, et aI-during the day,
and down Scoth whisky after sundown.
As for people like Kanu Sanyal who
believe in trying out the empirical implications of their ideology, they can
die like dogs in jail. Not even their
erstwhile comrades will utter a word
of protest.

The Palestinians

3

'world Or a detente with the AmefIcans. They are fighting for existence with dignity. The question
of the Palestinian refugees cannot
be solved politically as long as Israel
is there to lord it over. General Dayan
tried to payoff the Arabs (to be sure
by American money, considering the
tottering Israeli economy and the
number of Arabs to be thus paid of()
and make them leave Israel and
"Greater Israel". The magic of money
worked twenty-five years ago; i1 has
not this time, now that the Palestinians
have politically matured. With an
election in the offing and Palestinian
commandos fiercely resisting, Israel
may compromise; President Nasser
may come down to save his precarious
leadership; Russia may go a longer
way to keep its good relation with
America; and the result may be a
political solution. But the people of
Jordan and Palestine will care little
for such solutions.

P eking Feelers ?
A correspondent writes:
The latest Chinese proposal about
the Sino-American ambassadorial talks
in Warsaw has done it again. The
China watchers have again fallen a
victim to their own propaganda. On
the eve of the· Chinese National Day
celebrations this year some "usually
reliable source" in Hong Kong predicted that the Chinese would launch
an ICBM on the occasion. When
the 'prediction' crashlanded, as usual,
the October I celebrations were
!promptly pronounced a 'flop'. The
story of China watching is the same
all over. The gentlemen who had so
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long portrayed China as a war maniac
itching for an Armageddon have been
scandalized by the Chinese reiteration
of peaceful co-existence. China, it
seems, has so long been occupying
Hawaii, her Seventh Fleet patrolling
the American waters and from countless military bases for the containment
of the USA Chinese reconnaissance
planes have been overflying the USA
and paradropping saboteurs. And now
suddenly she has grown reasonable !
The Chinese reality is so thickly
overlaid with lies and distortions that
it is necessary to point out the obvious. Since its foundation the People's Republic of China has expressed
her faith in the Leninist thesis that
socialist countries can practise peaceful co-existence with capitalist countries and it was China who initiated
the five principles of peaceful co-existence. They spoke of peaceful coexistence between two different social
systems but not between opposing
classes in a society or between the
oppressor and the oppressed nations.
And peaceful co-existence is but one
aspect of socialist foreign policy. It
must be coupled, as the Chinese never
tired of reminding, with a policy of
mutual assistance and co-operation between socialist countries and support
to revolutionary struggles 0] all oppressed peoples and nations and resistance to imperialist war and aggression. K.hrushchev made peaceful coexistence a general line of Soviet foreign policy and got chummier with
the U.S. It is against this deviation
that the Chinese train their guns. The
Chinese believe in 'walking on two
legs'-while supporting the revolutionary struggle and preparing herself
against imperialist war they would expose and· isolate the imperialists by
the call for peaceful co-existence.
Ever since the Sino-American ambassadorial talks started in 1958 Peking
has been demanding that "the United
States must agree to withdraw its
armed forces from Taiwan and the
Taiwan Straits. As to the specific
steps on when and how to withdraw,
they are matters for subsequent discussion." The Chinese proposal for
the 135th meeting next year differs
from the original stand in that it de-

mands 'immediate'
withdrawal of
U.S. armed forces "from the Chinese
Taiwan province and from the Taiwan
Strait" and dismantling of all military installations in Taiwan province.
Only after this condition is fulfilled
would the Chinese sign a pact with the
U.S. on the five principles of peaceful
co-existence.
The proposal has produced an amusing reaction in this country. While
some have been amazed at the 'newness' of the thing others have found out
convincing proof of a WashingtonPeking axis. To get it from the horse's
mouth, Premier Chou En-Iai in an interview with K. S. Karol in March
1965 said:
"The talks between the
Chinese and American ambassadors
have been going on for ten years.
They have already met 125 times in
Warsaw. Do you know what they
are talking about?" he asked, very
amused. "Our ambassador proposed
an agreement on principle on two
points to the American ambassador. .
First of all, on peaceful co-existence.
Revisionists pretend that China is
opposed to peaceful co-existence,
the U.S. repeats it loudly and the Indian Government echoes it. Yet we
have been proposing peaceful co-existence to the Americans for ten years.
But obviously peaceful co-existence
must be based on certain principles and
there is no question of establishing it
without principle. To ask China to
co-exist peacefully with the U.S. while
the latter maintains military bases
around China and occupies the Chinese territory of Formosa-that
is impossible. China is ready to practise
peaceful co-existence according to the
five principles with all countries. Let
us take France as an example. General
de Gaulle is a bourgeois statesman and
his ideas are very different from ours.
Between China and France there is
neither a dispute nor a direct conflict
of interest at the moment. Certainly
China sympathizes with the French
working-class movement but if the
two countries accept reciprocal noninterference in each other's' internal
affairs-as
is the actual case-they
will be able to co-exist peacefully very
well and even cooperate in many
fields."
DECEMBER
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Kerala

The Marxist Dilemma
RAM]!

l'HE

CPI(Marxists)
here
are
between the devil and the deep
sea. While on one side there is a
steady erosion of the party's rank and
rfile which has benefited the extremist
or Naxalite breakaway group, on the
other side they have to face the hue
and cry about breakdown of law and
order and about their "secret sympathy" for the terrorist activities in
Tellichery and Pulpalli-propaganda
slogans bawled forth by the Congress,
and by the Kerala State Socialist
Party too, which is a partner in the
United Front Government. An::1 behind all this looms the ominous shadow of the Centre and the Damocles'
sword of Central intervention.
The raids on Tellichery police
station and the police wireless station
in Pulpalli have queered the pitch
very badly for the official Marxist
party on the eve of the party congress
in Cochin, for which active preparations are under way.
The so-called attack on Tellichery
police station had all the trappings of
a comic opera and the anti-Marxist
propaganda mounted on its basis could
be easily brushed aside. But the incidents in Pulpalli in the Wynad forests,
where an armed group raided a police wireless station, smashed up the
set and killed the man in charge before escaping into the forest hide-out,
put an entirely new complexion to
the situation and posed a ticklish problem for the official Marxist party in
power.
On the one side the Congress and
its stooge Press have mounted a campaign about the active support of the
Marxists to this Naxalite brand of activity and about the alleged intention
of the ruling Marxist party to whip up
agitation and deliberately create chaotic conditions in the State. And the
stock cry has come up that the police have become ineffective because
of the directives of the Chief Minister, wholSin cbarge of Home also, to
DECEMBER
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take it easy. The Marxist party and
the Chief Minister have been obliged
to counter this by statements condemning the "adventurist tactics" of
elements who had resorted to armed
violence. The statement of the Marxist party could very properly have
come from the most righteous of the
right wing Congress. While this attempt
to create an image about their sobriety
and restraint has become a compulsion ,dictated by the establishmentconsciousness and lure of power of the
top bracket of the party, it has helped to create a landslide of defections
from the party ranks. This has given
amp'le ammunition to the breakaway
extremists who call themselves the
Communist Revolutionaries of Kerala.
Further, the action of the so-called
terrorists in Pulpalli, headed by Ajitha,
the 25-year-old daughter of'Kunnikal
Narayanan and his Gujarathi wife, the
40-year-old Mandakini, has created
admiration not only among the disgruntled section of the Marxists but
even among the younger generation
belonging to non and anti-communist
parties. The revulsion against the
'respectable' and highly sober stance
of an allegedly revolutionary party like
the Marxists has been accentuated
heavily on account of this.
And on top of all this, very much
similar to the developments in Naxalbari, heavy concentrations of police
here have become a terror to the lowly and have-nots among the inhabitants of the thickly forested Pulpalli
hilly tracts. The police force have
been billeted in the houses of rich
planters of the region and are feted
royally. In return, like grateful watchdogs, the police pounce on all and
sundry pointed out by the planters and
rich landlords. A regular man-hunt
is going on in these areas to serve the
interests of anti-communist vested interests in the name of re-establishing
law and order.
The police raid houses at will at
all times night and day, beat up inmates, molest women and play the
role of goondas with a sense of unbridled licence. The young college
student Ajitha was terribly molested
after she was caught. She was made
to stand half-naked in the midst of a

jeering rabble, many of whom laid
rough and insulting hands on her. All
the other suspected of belonging to the
party which raided the Pulpalli police
wireless station have becn cruelly manhandled. The police are making a
.determined effort to scare away the
tribals whose lands have been already
snatched away by the migrants from
Central Travancore and other sections, all adepts at encroachment.
This Pulpalli incident has given the
vested interests a rare opportunity to
drive away with police help the tribals
who had been resisting the land grab
policy of 'civilised' settlers from the
so-called forward, developed areas of
the State. The Pulpalli area has been
notorious for the cruel injustice meted
out to the tribals who have been deprrived of their lands and who are
without any means of livelihood. And
the similarity to Naxalbari is made
more pronounced, since the Kurichians
and. other tribals are in the habit of
carrying bows and arrows. This is
now a crime, for which they are being
hunted like animals.
These developments in the name of
law and order and security by a United
Front Government, headed by Marxists, are strikingly similar to the tactics
adopted by Congress governments.
This has not been lost on a big section of the have-nots in the State. The
impression has gone forth that in order
to ap.pease the vested interests and possibly to stave off Central intervention,
the Marxists are ready to play a role,
traditionally associated with Congress
governments. The image of the party
has thus been badly tarnished.
While the actions of the so-called
Naxalites have been dubbed adventurist and foolhardy, some people admire the sincerity and dedication which
goaded them to retreat into forest hideouts and prepare for armed revolution.
Kunnikkal Narayanan, who married
Mandakini while both were party workers in Bombay, is considered a rare
specimen among Indian revolutionaries.
While the most fiery among them always take care to see that their families are safely out of the turmoil of
politics, Narayanan threw himself, his
wife and his only child, Ajitha, into
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the thick of the fray and that too in
a dangerous do-or-die effort. The
other leaders of the movement are all
highly educated persons with an intellectual background. Most of them are
ex-teachers and known for their
studious and sober habits.
People are saying that they have
risked everything, family, life, property, everything, to pursue their path
of poLtical emancipation.
The Congress, as usual, has been
playing a very dirty role. The Pradesh
Congress President has fished out and
released to the Press two letters addressed to one of the revolutionaries,
from the Information Department of
the Chinese Embassy. No one knows
how and where he got them. Anyway
this fib has gained all-India' currency.
The Congress papers complain that
the 'police have not been ordered to
shoot at sight any person found in
the thick forests of Pulpalli. Some of
these papers had cried out for the
blood of Cohgressmen till 1947. After
that they wanted the communists to be
shot at sight on suspicion. Now they
want the suspected Naxalites to be
shot at sight. These ahimsa-trotting,
true-blue Gandhian papers are in full
cry after the blood of Naxalites, meaning any tribal or any other down-andout section of the population in the
Wynad forest tracts.
In between, scare stories planted in
newspapers by "special corres'ponderrts" are whipping up an imaginary
state of insecurity and breakdown of
law and order. All in all, the Government and the Marxist
Party in
particular, are in a pretty pickle. Such
obviously rigged up forays as the raid
in Tellichery are going to be repeated
and the hue and cry would continue
till the mid-term elections in West
Bengal are over, after which the
Centre could step in. And to make
the picture complete, CIA a!!ents are
active behind the scenes, with links
with high officers and police officials in the State. The counter-revolution is in full gear even before the
"revolution" could make a tentative
start.
6.12.68
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of the Capital's Press Corps
have a pathological weakness
for the white skin. About eight years
ago, we did not mind being pushed
about by burly security men when
Queen Elizabeth honoured us ex-colonials with a visit. After that we could
not quite bring ourselves to supporting the demand for abolition of privy
purses of even our desi princes, with
any measure of conviction.
That should explain all the gloss
newspapers put on Mr Michael Stewart's visit. Mr Robert McNamara
had aid to dispense with and we treated him almost as the President of the
United States. We are known for our
mendicant mentality and we measure
the success of any visit in terms of
the aid quantum it helps us swing.
But with someone from Ye Olde Empire we can't be so materialistic. The
Indian immigrants might be the most
kicked about lot in the United Kingdom. White Hall might equivocate
on Southern Rhodesia and Kashmir but
still Indo-British relations are entering
the era of maturity.
Mr Skachkov and his delegation
from the Soviet Union h~pened to:
be in India when Mr Stewart came
and went. Soviet displeasure at the
inefficient functioning of the Ranchi
heavy engineering complex and the
Bhilan project was unmistakable.
Some kind of Soviet aid freeze was
reported, and of course promptly denied by the Government. But the
truth is, the prestigious Soviet-aided
projects are in the red and when the
aid givers asked us to account for it, the
Government confronted them with a
request for orders to keep the plants
running to fuller capacity. Sure, the
Russians never bargained for this
kind of bania economic reasoning and
should have felt a little ashamed and
guilty that they were so harsh in
judging the performance of projects
in Mahatma Gandhi's own country.

CORRESPONDENT

But now is the time for the Russians
to exploit the unutilised capacity and
buy things cheap to indulge in more
of that innocuous game called switchtrade.
Nearer home, the Congress Parliamentary Party was keyed up over Mr
Nath Pai's Bill to amend the Constitution to restore to Parliament the
doubtful right to amend any part of
the Constitution.
The mini-revolt
might have been quelled because the
Prime Minister's ultimate weapon is
the threat to get Parliament dissolved
and go for a mid-term election even
before her position is threatened. Those
who engineered a plan to force her
to seek election as leader of the party
every year (so that she is always on
a short leash) seem to have been
retreating.
The Congress leadership is committed to supporting Mr Nath Pai's
Bill in principle. The communists
and the PSP are for it while the DMK
is undecided and the Swatantra, Jana
Sangh and the SSP are opposed to it.
The rightist- opposition to the Bill
is understandable but not the left's
support to it. The SSP's stand appears
really principled when Mr Madhu
Limaye demands that :parliament's
right to amend the rights part of the
Constitution be limited strictly to the
property rights and not other rights.
By supporting Mr Nath Pai's Bill
without regard to the serious implications of the issue, the communists are
only betraying their embourgeoisement.
Do the communists, that is both the
official parties in Parliament, accept
Parliament as reflecting the real so .
vereignty of the people? If so, what
is their real disagreement with the present system? If net, how can any
communist or a socialist uphold the
concept of parliamentary privilege and
yet claim to be honest?
The SSP was once engaged in denigrating parliamentary
institutions
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and the climax was reached with the
Keshav Singh case in which the question of privilege came under a new
focus. But now the communists and
the socialists are the best champions of
privilege be it in the State assemblies
or Parliament.
In Mr Michael Stewart's country
there is something bizarre about the
manner in which old-time Labour leaders have blossomed as Peers. They
have entered the House of Lords with
consummate ease. Much the same
has happened to the left parties in
India.
The communists perhaps do not
realise what "sovereignty of parliament" means. If they no longer consider it an instrument of a particular
class and think that it is a perfect substitute for the national democratic
front or the people's democratic front
they have been trying to build, it is
a different matter. There could be no
further discussion on it. But if they .
think Parliament should be restored
the right to reopen fundamental rights,
it would not end with property rights
but would extend to all rights. The
SSP seems to be the only Opposition
party to have taken a principled stand
on this issue.
Nobody knows what exactly is
wrong with the communist parties.
The CPI leader in the Andhra Pradesh
Legislative Council was setting the
pace for Mr Brahmananda Reddy the
other day when he demanded action
against the communist extremists in
his State. The Secretary of the Divi
taluk committee of the CPI made a
similar statement, alleging extremist
plans for Kerala-type raids on police
posts. In Kerala itself, the CPI blamed the Centre and the CPI (M) for
the extraordinary situation in the
State following the raids on two police posts. Mr Namboodiripad's police machinery was responsible for
planting the story that two letters from
the Chinese Embassy were seized from
one of those arrested in connection
with the ~ttacks on police posts. The
story was subsequently denied by the
Inspector-General of Police.
As feared, the Kerala Government
is using the Tellichery and Pulpally
incidents to round up the extremist
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communists who had nothing to do
with these raids. It is the familiar
game and the Centre is very happy,
it would appear.
Mr Nijalingappa has been talking
his head off and is believed to have
met Mr Chavan to convey his desire
that the Centre should take immediate
action in Kerala, which means an intervention. But it is not coming now.
At the meeting of the Home Ministry's informal consultative committee,
a learned member is reported to have
said that there is no difference between the communist extremist., and
the two official parties. He likened
the relationship to that obtaining between the RSS and the Jana Sangh.
Another member said the Naxalites
had a strong centre in Calcutta and if
not checked could threaten the security
of the whole of North-Eastern India.
Mr Chavan gave his own account of
the ultra activity and underlined the
need for a political approach because
it ultimately related to the demands
of the people. Which indeed was a
very sensible thing for any Government to say.
Filibustering
The Bills for sham social control
on banking and general insurance were
pushed through and there was massive
'filibustering over the Bill to ban strikes
by Central staff. When the parties
which let down the September 19
strike talk of the right to strike, it is
like somebody quoting the scripture.
The parties are trying to live down
the guilt by calling the Bill "black"
but then it is like something else calling the kettle black.
The Bill on social control of banking deprives the bankmen of their right
to demonstrate. This is the social protection the industry extracted from
Mr Morarji Desai in return for the
social control to be impos.ed on them.
But social control itself is a charlatan
concept, a result of Mr V. K. Krishna
Menon's fevered brain at the Ernaku':
lam session of the AICC. "Social
control means nationalisation
and
much more," he said. The worst that
any Government
could contemplate
for an industry is nationalisati6n and
if this is what 11 e Congress election

manifesto meant, it would have stated
so unequivocally. Now the interpretation is that social control means a
little less than nationallsation, one step
short, they say.
The communists who had looked
to the "progressive Congressmen" for
support to the nationalisation demand
should now realise their own hypocrisy.
Mr Morarji Desai was right. If anybody in the party disagreed with the
party's stand on the bank Bill, they
were free to quit the party. Or if they
did not like his views, they were free
to get him removed from office. The
Young Turks are an irrelevant quantity even in Congress politics now,
and the only people who take them
seriously are the right communists, it
would appear.
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without consulting party leaders, decided on what he chose to call a "Coalition Council", to which the Sikkim
FROMA
CORRESPONDENT
__ National Congress objected. Thereupon, three Executive Councillors
Gangtok were arbitrarily thrust upon the peoHE King of Bhutan has decid- ple by the Chogyal. One of them who
ed that Bhutan's ISO-member had succumbed to temptation was exNational Assembly-known
as the pelled from the Sikkim National CongTsongdu-will
now be a sovereign ress. Thus, there never was even the
body competent to pass resolutions semblance of any legitimate "coalition",
and acts that will be final and conclu- though the Chogyal, for reasons best
sive, and "will be binding on the known to himself, persisted in mainGovernment". The King has stated taining this myth.
It was alleged that the Chogyal had
categorically that he desires, above
all, political stability in his country, stated to certain journalists visiting
and it is obvious that he intends to get Darjeeling that "even if the Sikkim
that stability through constitutional National Congress wins all the seats,
I will never allow it to have power."
means.
What a sad contrast Sikkim pre- Yet, in an interview at Gangtok on
sents! There is no political stability; May 20, 1967, when the Chogyal was
instead, there is overall bitterness and asked for his reaction to the return of
deep frustration, and, let us face it, the Sikkim National Congress, a party
this is entirely due to the continued which demands a written Constitution
personal and biased interference by and constitutional monarchy, as the
the Chogyal in every sphere of politi- single largest party with eight seats
out of the total of eighteen elective
cal life in Sikkim.
Take the results of the last general seats to the State Council, the Chogyal
election. The Sikkim National Cong- said he had no reaction, but added,
ress, progressive and non-communal, "their return in the election was the
won a single-party majority with eight wish of the people." He further addseats, and its President, the Kazi of ed meaningly, though irrelevantly, "I
Chakhung, whose constituency was am the Head of the State": (Hindusthe whole of Sikkim (General Seat) than Standard, May 21, 1967).
In effect, the Chogyal saw to it that
and comprised Lep'chas, Bhutias and
Nepalis, Sikkim's three communities, the Sikkim National Congress was reemerged with a handsome majority of legated to a 'position in which the
over eight thousand votes over his voice and aspirations of the people
neares nvai. The Sikkim National who had voted for it wcrc stilled,
Party got five seats, one of which was though, of course, not permanently. A
contested before an Election Tribunal. renegade was-- made an Executive
The Sikkim State Congress managed Councillor and he had to have police
w.ith great difficulty to secure two protection against the fury of the peoseats, one of which, also, went before ple when Qll his way to take his oath.
And later the Chogyal advised some
an Election Tribunal.
What happened?
The Chogyal, political leaders that this very man
should be "impeached".
For reliability and
As long as the Chogyal acts in an
Prompt Service
arbitrary mailner against popular poliin
tical feelings, there can be no political
General Order: Supplies
stability in Sikkim, and therein lies
Rememoer
danger. As the ruler of Bhutan says,
"no individual monarch, if he fails to
look after the people prolperly, and
ANWAR HOSSAI~
actually incurs the latter's displeasure,
should be allowed an uninterrupted
13, Marsden Street,
spell of rule just because he inherited
Calcutta-16.
the throne".
Phone :- 44-6122
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Canadian Students :
Radical or Rhetorical
KIM

CAMERON

FIVE years ago. the Can dian Union
of Students was as reactionary
as any student union in the world.
Like its American counterpart, the
National Student Association, CUS
was a wholly non-political serviceoriented organization.
It was composed almost entirely of young political bureaucrats,
juggling in student
'government' as a prelude to positions
either in political parties or managerial industries.
The first Canadian student radicalism developed from the campaign for
nuclear disarmament (CUCND). With
the development of the civil rights
struggle in the United States and the
escalation of the war in
Vietnam,
CUCND was· slowly transformed into
the Student Union for Peace Action
(SUPA) which became a paci'fistic,
humani~tic political organization, anarchistic in form and ventually purposeless in direction.
At the same time, the struggle for ~
cultural independence for Quebec was
gaining momentum. Amongst Quebec
students, a new consciousness of the
real state of their culture, of the reasons for their cultural absorption, and
of the American role in that absorption, was being born. It is not surprising, therefore, that as SUPA developed an appearance which :resembled
more obviously the embryonic American SDS, its French-speaking
membership became more disenchanted
with it, and eventually-withdrew.
The Quebec students' discovery of
their own culture, however, also led
them to cultural exchanges with the
French students. France had then
concluded the war with Algeria. The
French students'
opposition to
a
war, and to the draft, had been well
organized, co-ordinated, and effective.
In addition, the blatant fact of de
Gaulle's reactionary role, the elitist
university structure, the overcrowded
universities, and the Sartrian existentialist milieu had created an atmosDECEMBER
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phere of considerable political tension. student syndicalist movement became, dian Union of Students could not
Most important, French students re- in its leadership at least, a revolu- participate in political deliberations,
cognized that in their attempts at tiona(y socialist one.
was that their student electorate had
changing the basic structure and poliIt was these ideas and this stimulus not given them a 'mandate' to be policies of society as it confronted them, which was passed from the French siu- tical, and had not elected them uiPon
they would have first of all to recog- dents to the French-speaking students such questions. They argued that it
nise the real basis of ,the problems of Quebec, and it was from these would be a deliberate 'breach of faith'
within the society, and within the eco- ideas that the student leaders in Que- to begin to consider political issues.
nomic structure of society; they re- bec began to draft plans for a new
The left-wing members, on the other
cognized that this in turn would lead student movement, a radical student hand, insisted that the awareness devethem to coalitions with other groups syndicalist movement which could help loped through leadership in student
who were being opp'l'essed by the so- to determine an independent cultural affairs gave student leaders the responciety in a shnilar, or probably more and national existence fnr Canada, sibility to change positions to recogdrastic, manner.
and within Canada for Quebec.
nize their new understanding of the
These cjrcumstances were the ones
student's problems. They argued that
which led' to the eventual theories of Rejected
the highest form of education was
French student syndicalism.
When the proposals for the change action, and that some sort of concrete
The theory saw the student as a in the orientation of the Canadian prroposals had to be made and acted
young intellectual worker. He was Union of Students were first p:resent- upon by the student unions in order
performing a productive role within ed to that organization, they were flatly to develop a political sentiment
society. He was producing intellectual and completely rejected. CUS had amongst the students, if one did not
goods and expertise for society in the developed into an efficient service or- already exist. They argued that this
same way as the worker is producing ganization, concerned exclusively. with was the only way that any of the stumaterial goods. Education was seen developing to an even greater extent dents' real problems could be dealt
not as a simple process of par~sitic the students' already privileged bour- with.
acceptance, but rather as a double- geois position in SOCiety,and there was
The 1965 congress therefore conended critical dialogue in which the a deliberate attempt to keep political sumed itself in discussing the quesvarious members of a class should discussions outside of the union.
tion of whether its delegates were
work together for mutual understandIn response, the students from Que- empowered to make decisions. Hawing.
~CC:,
~lreaa) th@aclHm~d ;.;i~hCanasa ever, Qurng-tht: l:uIllt:rt:Ilct:, tIle apIt was thought that because stu- as.a whole, proposed plans for. sepa- pointments to the CUS secretariat were
dents perform a vital role within the ratlOn from CUS and the formatiOn of approved. Three of the secretaries
society (that is, the aquisition of the a new radical student union, L'Union were Marxists.
technical facilities required for its deve- General des Etudiants de Quebec
During the following year, the
lopment), they should be rewarded (UGEQ).
secretariat was considerably influenced
for their work by means of a 'student
After an initial conference in 1964, by the leadership of UGEQ; in prestipend' (presalaire); they recognized UGEQ broke away from CUS. All paring the working papers for the next
also their res'ponsibility to participate of the French-speaking universities in annual congress, they adop'ted a wholepolitically in the society, giving to it Quebec had joined UGEQ by the end ly syndicalist stance. Moreover, durthe essence of their studentship. This of that year.
ring the year, the secretariat unionized
required, they felt, a primary devotion
The immediate effect upon CUS the office staff, in opposition to the
to the development of a critical analy- was, on the one hand, an attempt at wishes of the elected leadership. This
sis of society and of the society's dir- reconciliation with UGEQ's position, necessitated a significant increase in
ection and foundations. It also re- in order to regain the French-speaking
membership fees, and became an imquired that students act to bring about membership, and, on the other, an portant issue at the following confernecessary changes of the society as a understanding of the possibility that ence. They also organized around the
whole by forming coalitions with with the Syndicalist political resistance Vietnam issue, although they had
young workers.
now removed, CDS could become even been given no authority to do so, and
The students who accepted this more of a bureaucratic perpetuation began to tackle the question of student
theory began to assume, through their of elit~st,.bourgeois student life.
power in the university.
deliberations, a progressively more
Vanous proponents of these appoThese things represented a radical
radical consciousness of the changes sitional theories confronted each other departure from the previous commitnecessary in Western society. The more at the conference in 1965. The essen- ment to better student discounts, better
comprehepsive their concern with the tial deliberations at that
conference life insurance policies, a more efficient
whole society became, the more they took place over the question of the national sports organization, and the
realized the antagonistic difficulties 'mandate theory'.
other non-political services with which
inherent in the actual economic fact
The right-wing elements suggested CDS had always concerned itself.
of the society's basis. Eventually the that the essential reaSOn :why the CanaThe president of CDS, Doug Ward,
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a corporate liberal, opposed the syndicalists on almost every issue which
they attacked. A serious rift developed between the secretariat and the
leadership of CUS.
Another Trend

~he
same_tIme, a new left, SDSlike radicalism was beginning to make
its presence felt on a number -Gf-Ontario campuses. This radicalism was primarily concerned with the sexual re---velmion, the-tlrug-aHturc, and an in-Satiable desire ror abourgeois
individual 'freedom'. The main political
concern of the movement was to inflict this sense of freedom, and its
corresponding hatred of structure, on
the university.
. By the end of the academic year,
Doug Ward had realized that in the
future, the contest for leadership would
be between the syndicalists and the
New Left. He naturally chose the
latter over the socialism of the syndicalists.
-'Ward thc~-npted
to distract the
syndicalist secretaries from writing the
_ policy papers which he had earlier
assigned to them, and acted in a number of other ways to reduce their
effectiveness within the organization.
He convened a totally structureless
CDS seminar, invited anarchists and
New Lefters as the 'resource people',
and con'iined the Marxist secretaries to
the central office. He eventually suppressed a number of the work:ing
papers which they had prepared.
Ward by this time had also chosen
to support a candidate in the ensuing
election: Peter Warrian, a New ,Left
ex-SUPA member who only one year
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before had been suggesting the eIimi- committed mass base. A similar phenation of structured student unions.
nomenon was observed among the
When the congress met in 1967, the Frt:nch. The political culture wfiIcl1
syndicalists were an extreme minority, had previously discarded all ideology
No international
affairs resolutions began, at certain universities at least,
were passed, and only the most liberal, to build an ideological base.
limited social action proposals were
Because of this development, inconslaerea.-lhe main emphasis of the creasing co-operation between the synconference 'was on 'freedom' in edu- dicalist radicals was held in Ontario
cation, and the necessity of obtaining to develop a strategy for the approachsome student representation on univer- ing CUS congress.
sity governing bodies. Ward's candiWhen that national congress condate, Peter Warrian, was elected pre- vened, the liberals once again outnum~
sident.
bered the radicals.
The following year there were reThe New Left and the Syndicalists,
peated attempts at most universities to however, represented
an extremely
effecCtne changes decided upon at vocal and articulate minority. They
the congress; in pursuing their demands had written almost all of the policy
for such changes, students--began to - papers for the conference.-And quite
seriously confront the administrators. accidentally, the congress coincided
At several campuses, the administra- with the fascism of the American
tions responded to their demands willi Democratic Convention. These factors
force.
were each important in determining
As the year progressed, students at a new radical cClliISfLiorthe organizaseveral campuses attempted to prevent tion.
war industries from recruiting at the
Thus it was that almost all of the
nnivefSities; student newspapers began resolutions were-!presented irr-the conto challenge administrations, and some text of American imperialism in Vietwere illegally suppressed. Students nam, in Asia, Latin America, Africa,
attempted to reform course structure and in Canada. Quebec was recogand content, particularly in the social nized as a separate nation. Students
sciences.
not only, for the lfirst time voted
Each of these issues c.reated serious condemnation of the American preconfrontations between students and sence in Vietnam,4mt recognized it as-administrators; and each of these con- capitalist imperialism and voted full
frontations developed a consciousness--support for the NLF.
among student leaders that the authoTwo essential questions arise out
ritarianism which they were fight- _ of the new CUS stance: whether the
ing on the campus was essentially resolutions had any real--meanin-g,flieSame as that which prevades the whether they were simple rhetoric.
whole society. Finally, students began Only the---actions of the university
to consider the real significance of the unions will be able to provide an ansfad that the members of the boards wer to this question, though one fact
of governors of the universities were is certain:
in rationalizing
their
the corporate elite within society as a actions at the national congress, union
whole.
leaders will have to devote much time
In addition to these encounters, to political education and action than
contact with the rapidly developing ever before.
political orientation oL SDS, thp simiThe second question is-l~,'hethcr, in--lar struggle being fought at Columbia dealing with 'imperialism and capitaUniversity, and the events in Ger- lism', students will begin to workserimany and France, effected a radicali- ously for a radicalization of, and coalization of the Ne',\, Left.
tion WIth, young workers. Will the
- Equally important, the students in confrontation with the so~a~
__
Quebec .bad by this time developed revolutionar.y form-GF will it becolBe--fttheir ideOlogy very much in Marxist bourgeois confrontation between vcr-i-terms. They had also been extremely ous sectors of the North American
effective in building a radical and elite?
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Calcutta Diary
GYAN

WHEN
we are young we all make
pir'ls resolutions most of which
are not lived up to with the passing of
years. There are exceptions, of course.
A small minority with the passing of
time and the acquiring of experience
and maturity use these for giving practical shape to their dreams. As in the
case of individuals, so in the case of
parties. Particularly in India.
The Congress has had many pious
resolutions to its credit. We know what
is the fate of its pious wish to introduce prohibition, though I for one do
not think that one way or the other it
means much to the vast majority of
Indians. Another thing to which the
Congress was committed is abolition
of gambling. However, time and office
have softened the rigid attitude to
this also, with the result that horse
racing has not been abolished anywhere
and goes on merrily. And there is
hardly anything to be surprised in
this. In fact more and mare people
are being drawn in to gambling than
ever before.
Traditionally, among the middle
classes there is a stigma attaching to
betting on horse racing. As such those
who indulge in it cannot do it so very
openly. But there are other forms
where no hide..and-seek is required
and some--which have started acquiring a sort of prestige also. All this,
of course, is a post-independence phenomenon. With growing insecurity
and blocking of all avenues of escape,
more and more people are getting used
to the idea that nothing is certain in
life and they might as well risk a little
of their money for the chance to earn
more.
To cash in on this spirit some of the
State Governments have already started their own lotteries. It is now the
J----uIrn of the West Bengal Government.
It has come out with the biggest of any
lotteries in India in the sense that it is
offering the highest single pme--of
Rupees Two Lakhs. With things as
they are in the State, the lottery is sure
to have a big response. But it would
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be a success of which no government
should feel proud.
:(.
:(.
It is hard luck for Mr JaJin Chakravorty and :br Pratap Chunder Chunder
that of all the thousands of candidates
in Indian elections they should have
had summonses issued against them for
incitement to disfigure walls. As
usual, slogans had been written in tar
in favour of the two candidates, it
appears, on the walls of Lady Dufferin
Hospital and on the complaint of the
Superintendent of the hospital, they
have to appear in court.
Without commenting on the subject
matter of the case, it can be said that
in effect it is going to be something of
a test case, and the final verdict, one
way or the other, will certainly have
far-reaching effects on the art of electioneering.
No election is complete without tarring of walls, private or public. In
fact house owners on the main roads
postpone painting till such time as
elections are over. The Government
as usual displays no such foresight and
I have seen another hospital with a
freshly painted exterior and on it slogan'S-----arrdemblems of candidates at
least a hundred foot long neatly executed with paint and brush. It must
have taken days to complete the work,
with step ladders too, as the slogans
are 12 feet above road level. So in this
particular case at least it would be
stretching one's imagination to believe
that both the candidates or their agents
and those who look after the destinies
of this hospital clid not know wh~
was going on. But maybe neither
knew for certain what are their rights
or how far they are enforceable.
-- It would be most-interesting to hear
the views of Our Election Commissioner, Mr Sen Varma, on th~-subject.
If voting is to be made compulsory,
as he would like, what about slogans
on walls ? Would-be make it compulsory for house owners to make their
walls available for slogans and if so'
on what basis would he divide the

available space? Unfortunately, he
would never be able to make the parties agree to any formula but that of
first come first write.
Another thing which puzzles me
is that the Calcutta Corporation has
remained signi'ficantly silent on the
whole issue. Some years back they
came out with a tax on advertisements
on all vehicles using the public roads.
With a little extention of the principle
the Corporation can easily make a few
million each time elections are: held,
which, by present indications, may be
more often than one would like.
:(.
:(.
The expected has happened: the new
Commissioner of Calcutta Corporation
wants to resign. The whole matter
seems to have resolved itself into one
of prestige for both the Councillors
and the Commissioner. As if prestige
was the issue at stake and not the job
of getting things done. But probably
that is where the shoe pinches. Apparently nobody in the Corporation can
get anything worthwhile done, so
they are all bent on issues of prestige.
The. outgoing Commissioner and
the Councillors, however, are each
right in their own ways. The elected representatives cannot be expected
to have their decisions, whether right
or wrong, over-ruled by officials. On
the other hand an official cannot be
expected to clean up the mess created
by those who pose as his masters. And
-We.-allknow-wlIat are 'borough works' ~
over which the row took place. While
main stu:ets remain dimly lighted I
find obscure lanes having mOre and
more lights 'fitted, some of them in
such a position as to light private passages at public cost just because it will
mean a few more votes.--What is required is a thorough
change in the set up of the Corporation. As at present the Corporation
functions more or less like the numerous clubs in Calcutta.
:(.
:(.
The executive had been promoted
and was asked to move to another
.room just vacated by a---Yice-president
wilo had lefttbe
organizatiOll.------H~
moved in the next day but just as he
sat down the caretaker came in with
two men and asked for permission to
11
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carry out a little job he had to do.
"Why did you cuLiLl" asked the -Gial correspoUdent of the paper ha~ He was told .1O-gn...aheadand_the-.-exe.-~xecmive, "The.._ carIJer- -seemed-all-=:1Jegun h~p.atch
with. the...iacLlhat= _
cutive left the rOom for a.lew minutes;-- right to-~
-the-Beputy Prime Minister...was-f0rced
When he returned he was surprised to
"It was all r{ght before", said the to leave the town by a hostile crowd.
find the caretaker's men rolling up a caretaker. "But only vice-presidents The Delhi edition of the paper publishsix-inch wide_length of _carpet which are entitled to have carpets flush with ed it, and the headlines also brought
they had Cl'~ off all round. _
the walls. So, we had to 'cut it".
out the anti-government eruption at
~
Jalpaiguri. fn- the Calcutta edition
-~
the report underwenta sea-change; theopening line was missing;-Candthe fact
The -Press
that there was any demonstration was
not-disclosed-uU-the fourteenth paragraph. The headlines declared that
Mr Desai haapromised..all help to the
flood=strieken-and carefrrlly:..a.voideclall
COMMENTATOR
mention of the demonstration.
=Another
recent
departure _ from
HE air is thick-With rumours oli rivat~aper~ conv~ge. Whether such what was undoubtedly a salutary con-_
impending changes in all the ~peculations spring from a phobia vention Y"aR the publication of the tOUL- _ ~
three newspper
houses in Calcutta.- against-a -particular.. country will bc programme of the leaOOf.-Gfa--recentThe mid-term poll is nearly two known after .the changes have been ly formed mini-party in West Bengal. _
months away, and the political parties- wrollght. _ It-1s k~own, howeve.r, that Normally, Ihe Statesman would-hot~_
are yet to bestir themselves. But in the consulate bemg mentIOned has iPublish the tour programme of even
this matter the Calcutta =i1<lpers seem its _"contacts".. among jQyrnalists. --if -the Pi1iIie Minister so-many days in
to be no believer in dragging one's feet. in the projected reshuttle some of these advance. Why the rute- was waived
They are about to ~et their houses in more equal~_ge~n top _and the less _ illfavour of this_particular "leader"
ord'l5t-SOlhat when-electioneering~t-s- -equals-are-shunted o.ff or _sent-ollt-of. cannm-be g1.!ess.~dunless::. one- i~pre--·_ ~~-into full swing, no "mischief"-may" be ye
State, there wIll be reasonable pared fo 5el~ve that the "leader" ha~ ~
possible fr_omwithin. The reporters ground to suspe~t- that the busybodY-somehow becomelhegrey---emmence-'-have become the protagcmists of this has become bUSier.
.
of the l'.aper. The recent reshuffle in
winter's tale, for it is they who will
For sO?Ie of the pape~s such mte~- the Central Secretariat because of the
report the trends. Obviously, the re- ference IS not new. It]S doubtful If retirement of some Secretaries was re- •
sults of the last general election have those who run these ipapers regard such ported by the Delhi edition of the
failed to destroy the illusion that the dictates as inter!erence. An ~di~or :paper with pictures of some of the
electorate is decisively swayed by what who does not heSItate to use all hIs Ill- incumbents-a
kind of knee-bending
a'ppears in newspapers. Maybe, a fluence-precious
little, though-to
previously unknown
to the paper.
small section, the so-called elite, is not secure an invitation for. a "darshan" The readers of the Calcutta edition
entirely indifferent to what newspapers of Mr McNamara at Raj Bhavan and have missed a stinker issued by the
purvey. But the overwhelming majo- swallows quietly the rebuff cannot Government of India over the story
rity cannot care less. Otherwise, the turn downa
suggestion from a Co~- of a difference of opinion in the Union ...
West Bengal story since February last~late-General,
howeve~outrageous]t
Ca~ine.t over the token strike!5y Cen~-~ -year would have-been totally-different. m~ be. But why shoUld Tfie States- tral Government employ.ees,~But- an....
Anyway, the bosses are at play. man behave as if it also has chosen to indication of something having gone
The simultalleity of the move is a ~ail in !he same boat? Maybe it is a wrong is there;
"Focus" who was
~
mystery. Normally, one would expect sYillptom of the paper's rapid meta- supposed to he a specialist iIf1felii~
the three houses to move in different- morphosis which has startOO-.-showing the-scene stories of tIre Union Cabinet -directions, for in the present pattern J1f~n many .._directions.
- ~ ""'=--has suddenly disappeared.
~ ~newspaper readership their interests
In it£. de~ate
atterllpt to_settle
This task....Qf adj'Qstment..l:11lsbealways clash. --It appears that the down to its new level the paper is jet- come so racking that those who are
changes contemplated have little to do tisoning some of the practices which running the show appear to have little
with betterment of the papers, for all---nad made the paper what it was. Even time for anything else. Liter.als are
the bosses could nor-have woken up lesser papers- would not publish diff----no longer a TIlri1~y_.haYe...hec.ome..
one fine morning and round their re- -erent versions Ofthe~same ·story sent so numerous that otller pa.pers need
porting departments wanting. More by the salIle-COrrespondent in different not suffer from any sense of inferiopossibly; the inspiration derives from~ editions of the-paper. But The States-- -rity. ~But grosser mistakes-are occur--- -a single source; some would like to- man has set a precedent. Reporting ing, and norinfrequently.
In a recent
o\l.
calLit a dictate from a certain quarter .on Mr Morarji Desai's .....lli)rl-visitto editoriaL on China's reported peace _ ) where the parallel interests of these Jalpaiguri town after the flood a spe- gesture to the USA the paper says that
1

_"
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the 'five principles
of peaceful coexistence were first enunciated by Mr
Chou En-lai at Bandung. One should
have thought that everyone knew that
the Panch Sheel became a vogue word
hI international relations after the
S no-Indian agreement on Tibet. The
five principles are incorporated in the
preamble of that agreement concluded
in 1954. What was adopted at Bandung a year later was an enlarged
version of the Panch Sheel-ten not
lfiveIprinciples of peaceful co-existence.
Nor was Mr Chou the author of the
Bandung Declaration; in fact, the expansion of the five principles to ten
was regarded by some as a defeat
for the China-India group. The facts
have been messed up ; maybe in the
emerging pattern in the Ipaper the
mere mention of China can unhinge
knowledgeable editors.
A post-script may help. The Union
Minister of Information and Broadcasting, Mr K. K. Shah, told the Lok
Sabha at question-time on December
4 that reports that efforts are made
through foreign capital to influence the
field of journalism in India had come
to the notice of the Government.
The matter was under inquiry.
Commenting on the reported Chinese readiness to enter into diplomatic
relations with the United States on
the basis of the Panch Shee1 The
Hindustan Times says that no sudden
transformation of the world will follow the Chinese note. But the signs
are unmistakable and must be evident
to the most dim-witted denizen of the
Ministry of External Affairs. The
detente between the U.S. and the
USSR could have been foreseen even
by the Ministry of External Affairs
and Our policies remoulded accordingly. Recent shifts in the policy of the
Soviet Union in relation to this country are too blatant to be dismissed,
even though Minister after Minister
repeats ad nauseam and with increased evidence of ine,prtitude that the Soviet policy remains unchanged. Just
as undisguised is the fact of a common approach by bolli the U.S. and
the USSR towards the problems of
the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. As
powers with global interests, it is inevitaole that they should adopt a
DECEMBER~
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policy that fits their global strategy.
In the not-distant future, China will
also be included as a strong and stable
factor in the power calculus. India's
cries of disappointment and betrayal
will have as little effect on this balance as our present Iprrotests about
Pakistan's hostility and intrigues in
Kashmir have on the Russo-American
detente. The paper cautions that as
the major powers inch their way towards a stable equilibrium for themselves, the foreign policy options for
peripheral nations will shrink. Their
quarrels and skirmishes will sound
less insistent until they will be treated as a nuisance.
Going much futher Patriot wonders
if the violent activities of a section
of the "ultras" in Kerala represent
yet another instance of the overlalpping
objectives of Washington and the
Chinese Communists. It says that in
many areas of international affairs
American and Chinese policies meet
and something like an informal Washington-Peking axis has been suspected to be in operation for many years
by close observers of Sino-American
attitudes. Without such an axis heing at work, it would be impossible
to explain the more opportunist and
illogical of China's attitude') and its
friendship for the most rreactionary
regimes in the world like those in
Portugal and Bonn while it is uncompromisingly opposed to governments
like India's and Burma's which want
to be on friendly terms with Peking.
Both the USA and China have been
engaged in militarily supporting Pakistan and instigating anti-Indian feeling
in that country. Mr Kunnikkal Narayanan, leader of the ultra group in
Kerala which is being accused of having organised the raids on police stations, was expelled from the CPI (M)
some months ago on suspicion of having connections with the CIA. Documents c3lprturedfrom a person arrested in connection with the police station
raids show that he had been requesting help from the Chinese Embassy
in New Delhi which wished him success in his political activity but declined help in forms other than supply
of Maoist propagarula material. . The
paper concludes-that there is in this

obviously a coincidence of interest
between the Americans and the Chinese which the Government should investigate thoroughly.
In a sudden access of interest in
West Bengal The Hindu has advised
the Ipeople of West Bengal to choose
wisely this time, if they do want
their State to slip from the forefront
of economic growth that it has occupied for decades. They have good
reason to be thankful for the interregnum of comparative orderliness that
followed the chaotic rule of the UP
Ministry under Mr Ajoy Mukherjee.
The people, the workers and the middle classes in particular are unlikely
to forget the misery and confusion
bordering on anarchy that the Marxists
brazenly fostered in their time, leading to loss of job and widespread
fear of personal safety. It was their
votes. against a Congress suspected to
have been corrupt land incompetent
tbat brought about the party's downfall in 1967. Tney may still not believe that the West Bengal Congress
has turned a bright new leaf. But
they may well feel that the alternative
is worse.
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diseases in the jail. Only one honoThe time-worn Indian Lunacy Act
rary visiting physician in mental Ois- of 1912 states that a court may order
eases saw the patients once in a fort- for the treatment of a certified lunatic
By A CORRESPONDENT
night for an hour or so for making only in a licensed mental hospital. As
medico-legal reports about them. A such, all the non-criminal lunatics of
you kno,. that a concentration few licentiate medical officers used to
the jail, after certification, are ordered
camp exists right in the he an attend to the serious physical ailments
by the courts to be treated specifically
of Greater Calcutta, at Dum Dum of both the lunatics and the criminals.
in the licensed Government Mental
Central Jail? I am not speaking about Subsequently, a licentiate medical
Hospital at Ranchi, when beds are
the criminals who are detained there. officer of the rank of sub-assistant suravailable there. Only 48 free beds
I am talking about th~S-aO and::oo.a- geon with six months' training in mena year in the Manasik Arogyashala at
non-criminal lunatics detained for long tal diseases was ,posted in the jail. He
Ranchi are allotted by the Government
in intermediate jail custody under was kept so busy with the general
to Dum Dum Central Jail. This quota
court orders pending their transfer to medical care of the ordinary criminals
is negligible in view of 200 or more
the Government Mental Hospital in that he found very little time to attend
new admissions of non-criminal lunaRanchi for treatment.
even to the physical illness of the
tics each year into this jail. Even 48
The dirty, lanky, mostly naked and hundreds of non-criminal lunatics.
lunatics cannot be sent to Ranchi yearconfused Ipeopk are huddled up on Partially recovered mental patients
ly for want of vacant beds and redworm-infested coarse blankets, often used to shudder with fear of death
tap ism with legal formalities. As a
O1leJlpon another for want of space, when admitted to the ]a1Tllospita1 for
result, a large number of lunatics bein semi-dark dungeons night after Iphysica1 disease. Paced with ,growcome chronic patients under appalling
night. They have their dinner at 4 ing public criticism of neglect and mis- conditions.
in the afternoon and fast till 8 in. the management of the lunatics on the
In these circumstances, it was promorning (i.e. 16 hours) when they floor of the Assembly and various other
posed to the jail administration that
are served their breakfast. Most of public forums, the West Bengal Govformal Government sanction should
them are kept naked for the simple ernment was compelled to post one
be issued for organising, if not a licenreason that they may lose Or damage Gazetted Specialist Medical Officer
sed jail mental hospital, a psychiatric
"Government property"-a
pair of with post-graduate qualification in
therapeutic unit '}n'oviding electric
"khadi" shorts, if supplied as per psychiarry in 1964. Subsequently,
shock therapy in Dum Dum Central
rules. Their direct supervision, nurs- another such specialist medical officer
jail, so that the specialist medical
ing, bathing, feeding and other routine was also posted. Within a few years
officers may undertake full-fledged psywork are entrusted to hardened, pro- these two officers, by their persistent
chiatric treatment according to the
fessional criminals serving sentences representations to the jail administraexisting laws. That sanction has not
for murder, dacoity, rape, cheating, tion, have suceeded in segregating
yet been granted by the Government
forgery, etc. The non-criminal luna- the mental rpatients from the ordinary
in spite of repeated proposals and
tics, who have lost their mental facul- criminals, opening two separate jail schemes.
ties temporarily, cannot complain to hospital wards with about 80 beds for
Apathy, 'lack of psychiatric orientaanybody even if they are subjected to mental treatment only, although withtion and an under-estimation of human
cruelty or crime by their convict super- out any Government sanction, and
values have reached such a level that
visors. The Ipaid warder staff are so having at least a small quantity of
the few lunaties undergoing electric
inadequate and untrained that they are psychiatric drugs at irregular intervals
shock treatment are being sent to the
useless for any effective supervision. from the jail administration.
psychiatric clinic of a nearby GovernTill a few years ago, there were no
But all this does not touch even the
ment hospital. Instead of expanding
medical officers trained in mental fringe of the ,problem of providing
the scope of psychiatric treatment in
minimum psychiatric care and treat- the jail, the chief medical officer tries
ment to the 500 and odd mental pa- to utilize the services of the two mental
For FRONTIER
contact
tients. It is a curious fact that by
specialist medical officers' for the treatSANYAL BROS.
posting two specialist medical officers
ment
of general diseases of ordinary
without provjding any scope for psy26, Main Road
criminals
although there are already
chiatric treatment, the
Government
Jamshedpur-l
three
general
duty medical officers for
has put the cart before the horse and
the
pmpose.
is complacently waiting for the sysBy shutting its eyes to the realities,
tem to work. There is little space,
FRONTIER
is available from
the
Government is maintaining inde1fino nursing staff, no occupation, recreaDURGAPADA DAS
tional or rehabilitation facilities and nitely hundreds of non-criminal lunaabove all no Government approval or tics in sub-human condition at a huge
Basirhat R. N. Road
sanction for such specialised treatment cost to the public exchequer without
24-Parganas
as electric convulsion therapy.
any sane programme Or purpose.
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November Exhibitions

ditional tapestry weavers of Arras the material-he just scooped out the
and Aubusson, Beauvais and Gobe- eyes and cut and carved a wee bit
lins, Loire and Val-de-Loire, to men- here and there. Singha should go far
By AN ART CRITIC
tion some of the well-known centres if he can keep up his promising debut.
of the art.
On November 10, 1966, Nikhil
OVEMBER was a memorable
Here agian were objects of beauty Biswas died at the age of 36. This
month in Calcutta's art world. that one could contemplate with sheer
year, on that day, an exhibition of 22
Apart from the usual painting exhibi- joy. It showed how attractive abstract
of his sketches was opened at the Acations, there were two unusual events. -designs could be. Although every demy. Nikhil Biswas was passionate
The first of these came in the be- single tapestry was a beauty, one would
in his protest against the cruelty and
ginning of the month. It was the like to single out some for special
sadness of the modern world. But his
opening of a permanent gallery of mention. Joan Miro's playful and
power matched ~is 'passion and the
carpets in the Academy of Fine Arts joyous Composition No 1 (Gobelins), result was artistically most satisfying.
to house the collection that the late Emile Giliqli's gay and colourful Les In the exhibition, one metl again the
Mr T. Leslie Martin had built up over Dormeuses (Beauvais), Maria-Helena familiar symbols and creatures: bulls
a lifetime with taste and discrimination . Viera da Silva's Composition~o 2, oozing power through every pore, and
Twenty carpets from the collection Jean Atlan's powerful and flowing de- rampant horses; the sad circus clown
were displayed for the opening. Car- sign Sarabande
(Beauvais)
and
and men on the cross and in agony.
pets from Bukhara and Ispahan, Georges Mathieu's magni'ficent, fantas- Nikhil Biswas's death was indeed a
Bijar and Kashan, Meshed and Shiraz, tically intricate calligraphic Hommage sad loss.
Kerman and Tabrij. Not being an a Nicolas Fouquet. There were five
Among the other exhibitions held
expert on carpets and not knowing stained glasses and they showed how
at the Academy, one of note was the
a thing about their weft and woof, today's French artists were carrying
retrospective show of the works of
this reviewer could merely marvel at on the tradition of those anonymous
Laxman Pai of Bombay. The show
the fantastic intricacy of their weav- men who created the divinely beautispanned twenty years from 1948 and
ing, the coo! elegance of their motifs ful stained glass paintings of St. Chartgave a fair idea about the evolution of
and designs, the subtlety of th~ir res.
this important painter. There were
colour and tone and the way all these
The exhibition,
made possible portraits, including one of the artist's
were combined to create things of through the cultural exchange promother, a fine piece of work. There
beauty and joy. The Academy deserv- gamme of the French and the
were landscapes, faces drawn in flowes praise for taking the lead in setting Indian Governments, should serve as
ery motifs and some abstract pieces.
.up the first carpet gallery in India.
an eye-opener to us. It showed how Pai's command over technique, his
Far and away, the most majestic modern French artists are transformsense of composition and colour were
show this year, or, in fact, in many ing traditional arts to suit modern
amply in evidence in many of the painyears, howcver, was the exhibition of conditions, and carrying out this diffitings displayed.
French tapestry and stained glass cult work with impeccable artistry and
Another exhibition, wholly devoted
which was opened at the Academy in taste. Unfortunately, in our country,
to sketches, was nudes by Sunil SarkaI'.
the last week of November. Four artists, when they engage themselves in
His sketches o'f the undraped feminine
years ago, we had an opportunity of such efforts, succeed in reducing gold
form, many limned in delicate and
seeing some traditional examples of into dross through some strange inflowing lines, showed his ability in
Aubusson, Arras and Gobelins, names verse alchemy.
modelling and had a sensuous feel. It
that represent the ultimate in the art
was a pleasing show.
of European tapestry. The last exhi- Ceramics and Wood Sculptures
Others who exhibited last month
bition was of contemporary tapestry,
Of the _other exhibitions, easily the were Shyamal Lahiri, who displayed
twenty-three tapestries based on the most outstanding were the sculptures
oils, batiks, tempera; Basanti Sen;
designs of seventeen famed artists : in wood and ceramics by Raghunath
non-figurative painters, sculptors, en- Singha, a young artist, at the Academy Anita Roy Chowhury wh~ paints in
non-figurative style and Atul Talukgravers, textile designers and one of Fine Arts. Here is an artist of
der,
a fine water colourist.
architect.
real ability who combines skill with
After a glorious period of flowering, taste. While his ceramics were first Impressive
the art of tapestry has ~n
on the rate, his work in wood appeared to
At the Birla Academy, a significant
decline in France from the close of this reviewer to be more impressive. exhibition was that of Mrs Karuna
the eighteenth century. It was the His 'Head', a massive piece in wood, Shaha. It consisteC1 of oils, water
genius of Jean Lurcat which was pri- has been rightly commented upon in colour, and drawings. Mrs Shaha has
marily responsible for the modern re- some daily papers as the piece de re- a good grasp of drawing, a fair eye
vival of the art in the thirties of this sistance of the show. In it, Singha fur colOur and an ability to compose
century. Lurcat and other celebrated achieved a "representational"
effect, paintings that are lovely to look at.
painters provided designs to the tra- with the minimum of interference with Among her oils,-)2QLtraitsynd still life
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were outstanding. Among the water
colours, Banaras ghat scenes had the
right feel and atmosphere. Her figure
studies, some done in academic style,
had thc strength that comes ---±tOm a
grasp of the line. Altogether, an impressive-perfo nna nce.

Letters

"Hoodlums"

will hardly lfind stray dogs. Through
their extinction a new avenue of subsistence has been undoubtedly opened
up for poor hungry people-. The editors at times forget that
violence is not necessarily associated
with crime. -Those who do not try to
improve the living conditions of people by applying utmost energy and
sincerity are also guilty. I appeal to
the good conscience of editors to give
real meaning to the terms "education"
and "educated- people".
KHOKAN

MAJuMDER

New Barrackpur
I beg the hospitality of your esteemed columns to ventilate my simmering
discontent, aggravated by a recent editorial entitled "Privileged Hoodlums"
Red Atrocities?
in a Calcutta daily. While I detest
There is a hue and cry everywhere
violence, arson, loot, violation of educational sanctity, I fail to understand in these days against the "atrocities"
why 'people fail or make no endeavour of the extremists, and newspapers,
to delve -deep- into the- root cause of bourgeois as well as leftist, are filling
all this social malaise and only sug- their pages with stories of red terrorism along with editorial comments.
gest measures under the penal code.
__ . Do they not see youngsters, half- In Andhra Pradesh, es.pecially in Teclad, m:'nourished, beggingrood from lengana, noted for murder, rape, loota passer-by, taking food on a railway ing and arson by landlords aided by
platform or during tiffin time in an the State police, revolutionary comoffice para, in front of food stalls? munists have taken up the task of
Do they not see the fight between them resisting these acts and are leading the
(beggar boys) when empty food pac- people in their struggle. A virulent
kets are thrown to them? Dogs today campaign has been launched by the
dare not approach a dustbin or the Government, Press and political parties
food vendors or food stalls. Man has against the activities of the extremists
deprived them of their right to feed on there. A CPI member even demandwaste food ; so they become mad and ed in the Legislative Council a law
begin. to bite people. Now-a-days you against the extremists. The CPI(M)

wants a judicial enquiry into the incidents in Telengana,
'\
By establishing armed police ca~
in Te1engana, the State Government
has let loose a reign of terror in those
areas. Fifth-degree methods are being used against arrested persons. To
cover up the acts of repression, the
State Chief Minister, Mr K. Brahmananda Reddy, undertook "pada jatra"
to Nalgonda district; cars, bullockcarts, corrupt officials, landlords and
truckloads of armed reserve police
went with him to aid his "pada jatra". •
After enjoying dinners and feasts
there, the Chief Minister addressed
meetings at various places, throwing
out warnings and threatening to put
down the struggle of the people with
every available means at his disposal-. It can well be presumed that this "pada
jatra" is nothing put a forewarning of
greateuuppression
and tyranny, and
is a well organised attempt to mobilise the reactionary forces in that district against the ;people.
It is a mistake to think that petty
concessions will woo the people and
police camps will cow down the revolutionary zeal of the Telengana peoiple, who have a heroic tradition behind them. They are determined to
carryon
their struggle to final victory.
--&-L.
Hyderabad

Naxalbari

Mr S. D. Bedekar
in his letter
(November 23) warns the communist.
revolutionaries not to forget "the military aspect of the struggle" and reminds them that the Indian army has
"modern weapons, tanks and planes".
But can anyone conceive of a day
when the army, by itself, will Deweaker without a revolutionary onslaught bythe :people? Any comparison with the
. Czar's army of 1917 is fruitless.
~hiang Kai-shek's example is more
instructive in this context. During the
Ask For Free Copy Of litquiz Weekly
early thirties Chiang aVOidedwar with
the Japanese imperialists . who occupied Manchuria. Instead, he conPERIODICALS
ducted the so-called extermination
24S
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campaigns against the Reds. In the
~ years of the United Front he set aside
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his best equipped divisions for ultiMr Crishna knows as well as anyone
Moscow. rai peh
mate confrontation with the revoluelse that an 'English' audience in Caltionaries when the war with Japan
According to a PTI report (The cutta is neither real nor spontaneous.
would be over. The Indian
ruling Statesman, Decembef-S), the Russians It is-collected weeks in advance through
class will not be less zealous on this are at the moment busy making £riends the sale of vouchers and literally
score. What-will the people do then? in- Chiang Kai-slwk's Formosa.
So coerced into the theatre. The "pusIrThe trouble is, Mr Bedekar consr--they have truly arrived! For-ubvioussellmg IS done among friends,·· rela:ders weapons, not man, to be the de- ly geographical reasons, their friend- tives and acquaintances who come
termining factor. When politics is in ship had to take a somewhat circui- more for personal loyalty rather than
command and the people are on the taus route to Taipeh-via
Tunku's a fondness for theatre. Few realise
move, superior weapons will not shape Kuala Lampur and Suharto's Djakarta. and fewer care to understand that
the future. Will Mr Bedekar go through
The way, now, perhaps lies across the stage stands for som~thing more
the testimony of Wilfred Burchett, the blue, tranquil
Pacific, with the than mere amusement. Man
)!ace-~ the Australian journalist who visited promise of many more stopovers III the experience at the level of ~h{)ol
the liberated zones in South Vietnam? fairy lands so long left uncharitably concert.
In 1954, - true to the---6eneva---agree- forlorn. It is significant that in recent times
mellts, the Viet lViinnfigliters
were
AMIYA BASu visiting English companies have found
withdrawn from the South. It was
Calcutta .it difficult to Ifill the hall on three conan opportunity for Die~s army to
secutive days.
liquidate men with a revolutionary
-This
then is the reason wl1¥-a play
background and reinstate the big land~
Choosing A Teacher
does not run for more than two or
holders in the formerly liberated zones.
three performaP.GeS-a total audience-Before the National Liberation Front
It seems strange that a teacher with of about 2,000 in a city with a popuwas born armed guerilla resistance a .research degree enrages a teacher latioIi of over 6,000,000.
grew up throughout South Vietnam like Mr S. M. Chanaa-(November
Groups--wfiiCll -/:ilAform in English
mainly at local initiative. They car- 30). Maybe it is wrong to lay so present their plays in aid of charity
ried nothing more than crude, even much weight on a research
degree so that they can produce a programme
primitive, weapons. How they captur- and the number of published papers full of advertiseme!lts to make up the
ed arms and built up an army is re- while appointing a college or univer- costs of the production and' show a_
lated by Burchett.
sity teacher, but can Mr Chanda---s-ug-- prQlfit.
G. MUKHErl.jEE gest any alternative for selecting a
On the other hand a Bengali -play
Calcutta good teacher? Mere -perspicuity will runs--into 2G--or 30 performances.
not do; of course he has added two
other qualities (scholarship and toleDeath In Burma
rance) to this to make it look respecThis refers to the death of Dr Amar table. Teachers may come and go,
Nag, a Central Committee member but a good teacher seldom comes.
and chief of the medical corps of the
ANUPAMMOJUMDER
White Flag Communist Party of
Agartala, Tripura
Burma, in an armed encounter with
government troops near Rangoon last
month, with eleven of his comrades.
'"Loot"
The conspiracy of silence about this
revolutionary leader from pIOfessionI am thankful to Mr Crishna for
- al communists is paffifU1~ Is it be- having taken the trouble of pointing
cause these gentlemen are not-sure
out that Loot was written in 1965
which part of the political spectrum and not before World War II.
Dr Nag would fit in? Or, is it again Though what difference is made by
the "vilayati" delusion, death in the ---1his information is not clear. If the
jungles of Bolivia lending more charm word "must" is changed to "might'-'-than in the hills of Burma? Perhaps in the opening sentence of the review,
some one will tell us more about the the writer can be easily absolved of
man who renounced career, marriage, this error in chronology. It meant that
even his motherland, for a cause, and there could have been some justificamanaged to live for more than 20 tion for writing and producing such
years with a price on his ,head?
a play before 1933; today it hardly
MEPRISANT matters.
Kalyani
Coming to-the second "mistake",
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Some have even reached three figures.
There arc no charities, small programmes and any advertising collected
in them pays for printing and paper
only.
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Calcutta

Corruption!

Corx'uption!

Joan Robinson observed in 'The
Poverty of Nations' (Frontier, September 28)" .... the attempt to
build a new society by government
planning is condemned to futility in
what Gunnar Myrdal describes as a
'soft state' where 'policies decided on
are often nol enforced, if they are enacted at all' and when 'the authorities,
even when framing policies, are reluctant to place obligations on people'.
This is associated with a universal
corruption that makes the administration of "modernising" policies ineffective". By enumerating concrete instances of corrupt practices (Decem-

PLACE A REGULAR

ber 7), Mohim Roodro has corroborat- from time to time;-a ;pancl--of-leeturers
ed the view expressed by the eminent for appointment in Sponsored Colleges. These selections are made by
economist.
Needless to say, corruption has experts on the basis of an interview.
corroded the individual, the family. The Education Directorate follows up
society and the nation.
The most by sending the names of the candidates
despicable form of dishonesty is per- selected to different colleges for aphaps the wide gulf that intervenes pointment as also the names of those
between one's professions and practice. found unfit. The latter are liable to
Duplicity is the most glaring trait of be dismissed on one month's notice.
But some persons with the right poliour politicians today.
Is there now any way out? Can tical connections and personal influthe
unspoilt
younger'
generation ence succeed in retaining their jobs
(would-be politicians and administra- even though found unfit. This ~Qrt of
tors) be given some immunity from thing is going on because the DPI
does not send the list of unsuitable
infection?
candidates to the colleges concerned
PRANAB SANKAR Roy,
Barasat. of his own accord. It is sent only
when the principals of the colleges
concerned ask for it. Some principals
get to know about the, results of the
Irregular Appointments
interview privately and if their proteges
I should like to draw attention to are among the unfit they adopt a
the irregularity in the affairs of the simple device: they do not write to
Government Sponsored Colleges of the DPI enquiring about the results.
/ J. MUKHERJI,
West Bengal. The Director of Public
Calcutta.
Instruction, West Bengal, draws up,
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